CERF News

CERF Fellowship Scheme

The CERF Fellowship Scheme was renewed last term; we now have 11 Fellows from CJBS, Economics, StatsLab and Land Economy. Fellows profiles can be found on the CERF website.

CERF Postdocs

3 of our CERF Postdocs have left CERF at the end of their contracts, all moving on to exciting opportunities in Academia. Jisok Kang and Yuan Li have accepted Assistant Professor positions in the US and Denmark respectively, and Alex Tse will be joining Imperial College London as a Fellow. Further details can be found in their alumni profiles on the CERF website.

2 new postdocs, Scott Guernsey and Adelphe Ekponon have now joined CERF. Their profiles are also available on the CERF website.

1 short term CERF Researcher has also joined CERF from October. Walter Jansson’s profile is also available on the CERF website.

CERF Events

CERF Symposium
The 5th annual CERF symposium took place in CJBS took place on 14 and 15 September 2018. It was attended by over 50 delegates. The keynote speaker was Peter DeMarzo, current president of the American Finance Association. Full Programme.

Cambridge-Lausanne workshop

A joint finance workshop between Cambridge and two partner universities in Switzerland (University of Lausanne (UNIL) and Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) took place at Clare College, University of Cambridge on 23-24 March 2018. The workshop included 10 papers from Cambridge and
Lausanne. Please see the website for a list of papers. The next workshop will be hosted in Switzerland.

**Other news:**

- Jason Cen who was a post-doc at CEAM and supported by CERF until last year presented a paper on the Carry Trade and Currency Regimes at the FMA European Conference in Oslo last week and won the best paper prize jointly with Dr David Chambers.

- Bart Lambrecht was a keynote speaker at the Corporate Finance and Asset Pricing Symposium of the British Accounting and Finance Association (Manchester, Mediacity, 5-6 July). He was also a keynote speaker at the International Symposium in Finance (Kissamos, Crete, 27-29 July). He was also the recipient of a 2018 CJBS Faculty Recognition award.

- The CERF/Cambridge Finance Best Paper Student Award was jointly awarded to Tom Auld Faculty and Maarten de Ridder Faculty in June 2018.

Please see the CERF website for up-to-date information on our upcoming events.